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Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Mission
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IFloodS Schedule

- Campaign Begins
- In-situ instruments deployed in the field
- NASA’s NPOL and D3R Radars Deployed
- Campaign Ends
IFC Radar-Rainfall Products
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Dominant Processes

Rainfall → Snow → ET → Hillslope Processes

Snow melt → Infiltration → Transport → Subsurface Flow

Transport in River Network → Transport in Floodplains

Continuous

Model 3: Space-time rainfall, snow melt, runoff, and evapotranspiration, non-linear overland flow and stream velocity

Digital Topography: ASTER, SRTM, LIDAR, NED

Space-time rainfall: Radar, CMORPH, PERSIANN

Soil Properties: SSURGO, ISRIC-WISE

Land Cover: NLCD, MODIS

Soil moisture AMSR-E, NLDAS-2

Streamflow Velocity: Hydraulic measurements

Snow melt AMSR-E, NLDAS-2

Evapotranspiration MODIS16, NLDAS-2
Useful links:

http://ifis.iowafloodcenter.org/ifis/more/ifloods/
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